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Reminder
Previously on the ECFA Higgs Factory Study 

• created in spring 2021, final report in 2025
• activities comprise: annual workshops, topical workshops & mini-workshops, seminar series, focus topics
• communication via CERN e-groups, for details cf https://indico.cern.ch/event/1044297/page/27821-e-groups
• everybody is welcome to join!

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1044297/

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1044297/page/27821-e-groups
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1044297/page/27821-e-groups
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1044297/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1044297/
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Motivation
What can ECFA HiggsFactory Study add beyond state-of-the-art?
• Unclear which project will be built - but to get any, a strong e+e- community is required! 

=> How can HEP community engage in e+e- Higgs Factory studies after Snowmass?  
• Most can only spend only a small fraction of their time on “future topics” 

=> lower threshold to contribute as far as possible  
=> avoid duplication

• ECFA Study is not tied to a specific e+e- project:
• for people who hesitate to “sell their soul” to FCC or ILC or …  this could be the ideal place!
• forum to present work and discuss science and detector requirements across projects
• trigger actual joint work => defined 14 focus topics  

They are NOT meant to be a comprehensive representation of the physics case, but selected examples where 
work is needed. The final report will contain MUCH more!

• support the use of common software and exchange of data-sets via Key4HEP
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Focus Topic Document (short, ~3 page description 
per topic) on the arXiv today: 
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Focus Topic Overview
Many of you contributed - many thanks!

•  started with a list of topics, iterated with IAC
•  formed “Expert Team” for each topic

• charge:
• capture state-of-the-art (science / tools)
• define future work needed

=> “Focus Topic Document” arXiv:2401.0xxx  
submitted yesterday - but will only appear tomorrow: 
“Apparently there was some sort of arxiv holiday yesterday 
(Martin Luther King day) which delays the announcement to 
tomorrow. Just annoying for Jenny who won't have an id for her 
talk at ILD today.”

• ILD contributed a lot  
=> should be well aligned with ILD plans

•  NOW: 
• FORM TEAMS who actually DO THE WORK
• ideal point in time for new students etc to join!
• check out https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/FocusTopics for “living” information
• never hesitate to contact Jenny and/or Filip!

https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/FocusTopics
https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/FocusTopics
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1 e+e− → Zh with h → ss (Z → anything) at √s = 240..250 GeV
HtoSS, HTEECFA HtoSS expert team has identified possible directions, which are listed below.

Theoretical, phenomenological and MC generator targets
Expanding the BSM interpretations of the studies that have already been performed or developing new
simulation-based analyses targeting specific BSM scenarios would enlarge the physics case for strange
tagging at future colliders. In particular, we welcome studies in the following areas:

– Detailed understanding of how to extract the Higgs-strange coupling strength from a BR(h ! ss̄)
measurement, given contributions from Dalitz decays, e.g, h ! g⇤(! ss̄)g or h ! �⇤(! ss̄)�.

– BSM models predicting deviations in h ! ss̄, e.g., SUSY or composite Higgs — see Refs. [36,
37];

– BSM models predicting, for example, charged Higgs bosons with large branching ratios in final
states including strange quarks, e.g., 2HDM H+

! cs BR ⇡ 50%;
– ss̄ vs. bb̄ in BSM models: gain from ss̄;
– BSM flavour structure and h ! ss̄ signal.

Target physics observables
Several physics quantities will be investigated:

– e+e� ! Zh with h ! ss (Z ! anything) at
p
s = 240/250GeV (this has been the only target

so far, but it will be relevant to explore also higher centre-of-mass energies, which, in turn, enable
different Higgs production modes);

– projected precision on the branching fraction and the differential cross-section in cos ✓s;
– flavour-changing decays are very rare in the SM, for example, BR(h ! bs) ' 10�7. New physics

models, which can be encapsulated by an EFT, allow larger values.

Target analysis techniques
The performed proof-of-concept studies [49, 51] showed that to improve the results there will be a large
need for more powerful background rejection techniques as well as a potentially more global approach
in the extraction of the Higgs couplings. Two areas of particular interest will be:

– diboson background suppression;
– signal extraction (fit discriminant variables, counting experiments, etc.).

Target methods to be developed
In collaboration with the Reconstruction and Detector groups, the impact from the following features
will have to be evaluated when estimating the analysis sensitivity reach, including:

– control of strange-tagging related systematic uncertainties;
– reconstruction of in-flight decays, e.g., K0

S ! ⇡+⇡�;
– strangeness-tagging with ML techniques and compared with anti-b-tagging techniques;
– s vs s̄ separation;
– complementarity of particle identification (ID) techniques for charged hadrons in momentum reach

(from dN/dx, dE/dx, ToF, RICH);
– understanding the contribution from g ! ss̄ (from single jets) to strange-tagging performance and

analysis sensitivity.
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10Target detector performance aspects
The obtained results will inform the community on two crucial aspects:

– dependence of the precision on physics observables on particle ID, strange-tagging, and recon-
struction capabilities;

– technology benchmarks for sub-detectors.

Generation and Simulation needs
Full simulation samples will be needed to perform the studies listed above. Samples for e+e� ! ff̄h at
p
s = 240/250GeV and 350/380/550GeV are available as indicated in the general samples listed in the

motivation. In the years to come, it will be important to iterate with simulation experts on ss̄ correlations
and fragmentation uncertainties in order to account for more realistic systematic uncertainties.

Existing tools / examples
There are several existing tools and analysis codes available. At the time of writing, this includes ex-
amples for ILC and FCC-ee. However, due to ongoing developments, in case you would like to get
actively engaged, please contact us directly (see below), such that we can point you to the up-to-date
tools and code repositories.

Contact & Further Information
– Gitlab wiki: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/
FocusTopics/HtoSS

– Sign up for egroup: ECFA-WHF-FT-HtoSS@cern.ch via http://simba3.web.cern.ch/simba3/
SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=ecfa-whf-ft-HtoSS

– and/or email the coordinators of this ECFA WG1 focus topic:
mailto:ECFA-WHF-FT-HtoSS-coordinators@cern.ch

11
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• BSM!
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• extraction of h-ss coupling strength
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• ee->Zh with h->ss at all energies
• projected precision on BR and diff. x-sec
• Flavour changing decays
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– dependence of the precision on physics observables on particle ID, strange-tagging, and recon-
struction capabilities;

– technology benchmarks for sub-detectors.

Generation and Simulation needs
Full simulation samples will be needed to perform the studies listed above. Samples for e+e� ! ff̄h at
p
s = 240/250GeV and 350/380/550GeV are available as indicated in the general samples listed in the

motivation. In the years to come, it will be important to iterate with simulation experts on ss̄ correlations
and fragmentation uncertainties in order to account for more realistic systematic uncertainties.

Existing tools / examples
There are several existing tools and analysis codes available. At the time of writing, this includes ex-
amples for ILC and FCC-ee. However, due to ongoing developments, in case you would like to get
actively engaged, please contact us directly (see below), such that we can point you to the up-to-date
tools and code repositories.

Contact & Further Information
– Gitlab wiki: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/
FocusTopics/HtoSS

– Sign up for egroup: ECFA-WHF-FT-HtoSS@cern.ch via http://simba3.web.cern.ch/simba3/
SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=ecfa-whf-ft-HtoSS

– and/or email the coordinators of this ECFA WG1 focus topic:
mailto:ECFA-WHF-FT-HtoSS-coordinators@cern.ch
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1 e+e− → Zh with h → ss (Z → anything) at √s = 240..250 GeV
HtoSS, HTEECFA HtoSS expert team has identified possible directions, which are listed below.

Theoretical, phenomenological and MC generator targets
Expanding the BSM interpretations of the studies that have already been performed or developing new
simulation-based analyses targeting specific BSM scenarios would enlarge the physics case for strange
tagging at future colliders. In particular, we welcome studies in the following areas:

– Detailed understanding of how to extract the Higgs-strange coupling strength from a BR(h ! ss̄)
measurement, given contributions from Dalitz decays, e.g, h ! g⇤(! ss̄)g or h ! �⇤(! ss̄)�.

– BSM models predicting deviations in h ! ss̄, e.g., SUSY or composite Higgs — see Refs. [36,
37];

– BSM models predicting, for example, charged Higgs bosons with large branching ratios in final
states including strange quarks, e.g., 2HDM H+

! cs BR ⇡ 50%;
– ss̄ vs. bb̄ in BSM models: gain from ss̄;
– BSM flavour structure and h ! ss̄ signal.

Target physics observables
Several physics quantities will be investigated:

– e+e� ! Zh with h ! ss (Z ! anything) at
p
s = 240/250GeV (this has been the only target

so far, but it will be relevant to explore also higher centre-of-mass energies, which, in turn, enable
different Higgs production modes);

– projected precision on the branching fraction and the differential cross-section in cos ✓s;
– flavour-changing decays are very rare in the SM, for example, BR(h ! bs) ' 10�7. New physics

models, which can be encapsulated by an EFT, allow larger values.

Target analysis techniques
The performed proof-of-concept studies [49, 51] showed that to improve the results there will be a large
need for more powerful background rejection techniques as well as a potentially more global approach
in the extraction of the Higgs couplings. Two areas of particular interest will be:

– diboson background suppression;
– signal extraction (fit discriminant variables, counting experiments, etc.).

Target methods to be developed
In collaboration with the Reconstruction and Detector groups, the impact from the following features
will have to be evaluated when estimating the analysis sensitivity reach, including:

– control of strange-tagging related systematic uncertainties;
– reconstruction of in-flight decays, e.g., K0

S ! ⇡+⇡�;
– strangeness-tagging with ML techniques and compared with anti-b-tagging techniques;
– s vs s̄ separation;
– complementarity of particle identification (ID) techniques for charged hadrons in momentum reach

(from dN/dx, dE/dx, ToF, RICH);
– understanding the contribution from g ! ss̄ (from single jets) to strange-tagging performance and

analysis sensitivity.
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2 Differential cross-sections in e+e− → Zh at √s = 240..250 GeV and 350 GeV
ZHang, HTE
Use differential cross-section to constrain CP-odd and CP-even (self-coupling!) interactions

Z-boson decays and assumed equivalent results for hadronic decays, while employing a simplified de-
tector model and neglecting background. At an energy of 1 TeV, the ZZ-fusion process also contributes,
and a recent ILC study using a full ILD simulation including background found a sensitivity to fhV V

CP of
16 ⇥ 10�6 for this process with 8 ab�1 of integrated luminosity. For the HL-LHC the Snowmass study
quoted the CMS projected sensitivity of 2.5 ⇥ 10�6 using the VBF production process and assuming
aWW

3 = cos2 ✓WaZZ

3 .
The Higgs-to-fermion coupling is challenging for CP studies. The theoretical target of fCP <

10�2 should be possible for the htt-coupling at either HL-LHC or a 1 TeV e+e� collider. Better sens-
itivity is possible for the h⌧⌧ coupling, for which the target is achievable at the HL-LHC and at the
240 � 250 GeV e+e� collider with nominal luminosity. The Snowmass study found a sensitivity of
fCP = 0.01 for the h⌧⌧ coupling at

p
s = 250 GeV and at

p
s = 350 GeV. The anticipated HL-LHC

sensitivity is fCP = 0.07 for the h⌧⌧ interaction, along with 0.12 and 0.24 for the hgg and htt vertices,
respectively.

Potential studies
The sensitivity of an e+e� collider to the CP structure of several Higgs interactions has been estab-
lished. Further studies can determine whether there is scope to improve the sensitivity, or to extend it to
additional interactions. Possibilities include:

– a complete implementation of the Zh analysis including all Z decays and backgrounds into an
existing experimental framework;

– using angular information or an optimal observable to improve sensitivity to the CP structure of
the hZZ vertex;

– a joint constraint on the CP-even and CP-odd components of the hZZ vertex using pseudo-
observables or the SM effective field theory (SMEFT), rather than just the CP-odd fraction;

– analysis of the CP sensitivity to the hZZ vertex in an asymmetric collider, as in the HALHF
design [56]; and

– improvements in sensitivity from exploiting beam polarisation.

In addition to the sensitivity studies, an expanded interpretation framework connecting the SMEFT to
specific model scenarios could be used to clarify the coverage of an e+e� collider to the CP-odd inter-
action strengths that can explain the baryon asymmetry in the universe.

Further studies beyond the angular distributions of Zh production are also possible. A high pri-
ority is the complete implementation of the most sensitive channel h ! ⌧⌧ into an experimental setup,
including systematic uncertainties and potential improvements of the detailed polarisation reconstruc-
tion. Other possibilities include an investigation into the sensitivity of other processes, such as VBF
Higgs production at high

p
s, or other interactions, such as hZ� and h�� (which require an internal or

external photon conversion). Updates to the projected HL-LHC sensitivity would provide more accurate
comparisons to the e+e� collider studies.

These studies will likely require development of reconstruction techniques, including: tracking
improvements for ⌧ -lepton and quark-jet reconstruction, combining both timing and spacepoint inform-
ation; improvements in jet-charge tagging to separate the quark and anti-quark directions; improve-
ments in vertexing and particle identification required to reconstruct the ⌧ -lepton polarisation. Additional
Monte Carlo samples may be required for various CP scenarios, and for various polarisations.

CP-even interactions
Sensitivity of the e+e� ! Zh cross section to the Higgs self-coupling, �hhh has been established at
NLO [57]. An indirect precision of ⇡ 25% on this coupling is possible through precise measurements

13

of ZH production at
p
s = 240 GeV [33]. The inclusion of angular information may improve this

sensitivity.
The expected HL-LHC precision of 50% for the predicted SM Higgs self-coupling is a factor of

two higher. Current searches at the LHC constrain the ratio (� = �hhh/�SM
hhh

) of the observed self-
coupling to the Standard Model prediction to be in the range �0.4 (�1.2) to 6.3 (6.5) using Run 2
ATLAS [58] (CMS [59]) data, assuming that only this coupling is affected by new processes in single-
Higgs and di-Higgs production. The HL-LHC projections could be updated in light of the final Run 2
results.

Angular asymmetry observables in Zh production have been shown to constrain three independent
combinations of dimension-6 SMEFT coefficients at lowest order [60, 61]. In the global context, these
were found to be of limited importance in disentangling Higgs couplings in an analysis that focused
on bosonic and Yukawa-like Higgs couplings [62], provided that sufficient other inputs from W+W�

production and VBF were included. This was also observed in a more general context in Ref. [63],
where it is argued that a combination of runs at different energies (notably the Z-pole) would already
be sufficient to lift the flat directions that the angular information would remove. The latter analysis
also made use of statistically optimal observables, finding modest gains in sensitivity. The inclusion of
polarisation information has been found to provide additional improvements [64].

Potential studies
The existing studies can be extended to a global SMEFT analysis to determine the generality of the
e+e� ! Zh process sensitivity to the Higgs self-coupling. Several specific activities are possible:

– determine whether angular or other observables can target the sensitivity to the self-coupling,
possibly in conjunction with different centre-of-mass energies and beam polarisations;

– perform a complete NLO analysis of the ZH process within the context of a global SMEFT ana-
lysis, including constraints from other measurements; and

– extend the global SMEFT analysis to dimension-8 operators and all terms at order 1/⇤4.

The extension of the SMEFT analysis to order 1/⇤4 is particularly valuable given that both CP-odd
and CP-even operators contribute to many observables at this order. The optimisation of the analysis to
SMEFT interactions can include the use of quantum information observables, which have been shown
to provide sensitivity at order 1/⇤4 for diboson processes [65]. Finally, concrete models such as those
motivated by baryogenesis can be used to validate the SMEFT analysis and to directly compare the
sensitivity of various observables to these models.

Contact & Further Information
– Gitlab wiki: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/
FocusTopics/ZHang

– Sign up for egroup: ECFA-WHF-FT-ZHANG@cern.ch via http://simba3.web.cern.ch/simba3/
SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=ecfa-whf-ft-zhang

– and/or email the conveners of ECFA WG1 HTE group:
mailto:ecfa-whf-wg1-hte-conveners@cern.ch
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ZHang, HTE
Use differential cross-section to constrain CP-odd and CP-even (self-coupling!) interactions
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3 Determination of the Higgs self-coupling
HSelf, GLOB

Update this plot!
Figure 1: Sensitivity at 68% probability on the Higgs self-coupling parameter �hhh at the various future
colliders. All the numbers reported correspond to a simplified combination of the considered collider
with HL-LHC, which is approximated by a 50% constraint. For each future collider, the result from
the single-Higgs from a global fit, and double-Higgs are shown separately; from the Physics Briefing
Book [6] for ESUPP 2020.

Single-Higgs: lifting the degeneracies
The key goal is to isolate out the effects of �hhh from many others as mentioned above.

– Can we lift the degeneracies by employing new observables other than �Zh? E.g., using the angular
distributions in Zh.

– Can we take advantage of initial state radiation to realise multiple effective
p
s0 which may help

lift the degeneracies? Or how would energy scan just around one nominal
p
s help?

– What if we include other NLO effects as well, e.g. 4-fermion contact interaction from electron and
top-quark?

– Can we clarify the importance of each input measurement for the �hhh in the global fit?
– Do we expect any update from experimental analyses about single-Higgs observables?
– Combination of single-Higgs and double-Higgs sensitivity to �hhh at

p
s � 500 GeV.

The direction of studies related to employing Zh angular observables clearly needs to be in col-
laboration with one other focus topic on the Zh analysis. It is not very clear what is the best way
to incorporate the angular observables in the global analysis for �hhh. One may follow the standard
template method as that for LHC differential cross section measurement, or compress the angular ob-
servables into few effective couplings based on the allowed Lorentz structures in the hZZ couplings,
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Figure 1: Sensitivity at 68% probability on the Higgs self-coupling parameter �hhh at the various future
colliders. All the numbers reported correspond to a simplified combination of the considered collider
with HL-LHC, which is approximated by a 50% constraint. For each future collider, the result from
the single-Higgs from a global fit, and double-Higgs are shown separately; from the Physics Briefing
Book [6] for ESUPP 2020.
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or use the optimal observable approach similar to the strategy for anomalous triple gauge couplings in
e+e� ! WW .

Di-Higgs production: advancing the analysis technique
The di-Higgs production has a substantially smaller challenge from degeneracies. The main questions
are related to how we can improve experimental analyses either for �hhh = �SM

hhh
, or for values of

�hhh 6= �SM
hhh

, or for the case with contributions from new light scalars. It has been realised [73] that
there is a huge room for potential improvement by comparing the projections based on current full
simulation analysis and idealised theoretical expectation (no background and 100% efficiency) as shown
in Fig. 2. The limiting factors in current simulation analysis dominantly come from the algorithms for
jet-clustering and flavour tagging. In general more efficient analysis methods which can better suppress
background or utilising more signal channels will be helpful, such as employing more sophisticated
kinematic fitting [74], matrix element method [75], or machine learning [76], and analysing Z ! ⌧⌧
signal. Some details about the potential impact to �hhh precision from those improvements can be found
in Ref. [66].

Other than improving the analysis techniques, it would be also interesting to address following
questions:

– Would the use of centre-of-mass energies slightly above 500 GeV help the analysis, e.g. from more
boosted jets?

– The event shapes are strongly influenced by the value of �hhh as well as by tree-level contributions
of additional light scalars (where a BSM triple Higgs coupling, here denoted as �hhH enters the
prediction) [77].

– Can we do some simulation analysis with non-SM value of �hhh?
– Can we do some simulations taking into account the effects of �hhH?
– Can we investigate new event shapes that are more suitable to analyse these effects?

Figure 2: Expected precision of �hhh as a function of
p
s using signal channels e+e� ! Zhh (left) and

e+e� ! ⌫e⌫̄ehh (right), for two scenarios: based on current full simulation analysis (in blue); based on
idealised analysis without background and 100% efficiency (in red).

Target physics observables
– Single Higgs observables at 250 + 350/365 GeV:

– for indirect determination of � = �hhh/�SM
hhh

: EFT approach (� ⇡ 1) vs. concrete models
(� 6= 1)
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4 W Mass from Threshold and Continuum
WMass, PREC

• theory predictions and MC generators
• detector-level studies including mass 

reconstruction techniques 
• systematic limitations and calibration strategies
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Figure 11: The left distribution shows the mass of the hadronic W-boson after overlay
removal and selection cuts against the remaining background events. The selection
used is the tight selection. O↵-shell events are not displayed. The right distribution
shows the resolution of the hadronic W mass with respect to the true mass in Monte
Carlo to illustrate the di↵erence of the raw reconstruction before �� removal and se-
lection versus selected events proceeding �� removal. Uses 1600 fb�1 in (�0.8,+0.3).

4.5 Results

A fit with the convolution of a Breit-Wigner with a Gaussian (Voigtian) of the
hadronic W mass is performed on the tight signal sample with the combined lep-
ton categories shown in Figure 12. The resulting fit models the shape and the mean
of the distribution well but deviates around 90 GeV and the edges of the fit window.
The width of the fit is also in excess of the true width, which is about 2 GeV. This
means that the Voigtian model is inadequate in describing the simulated data likely
due to the inadequacy of a single Gaussian for modeling the resolution. However,
because the shape is similar to simulated data, the fitted model is used to understand
the achievable mass resolution given a perfect model. Statistics consistent with 1600
fb�1 (9.36M Events) are produced according to the previously fitted model with a
mean MW = 79.7079 GeV, width �W = 10.6972 GeV and �W = 0.0 GeV and refitted
to achieve the statistical error on the mean �MW (stat.) = 2.4 MeV with goodness-
of-fit �2/ndof = 67.8/77. This fit neglects background contributions but includes
the o↵ shell contributions. The toy model refit is also included in Figure 12. The
cross-section and errors are extracted from Table 3 according to the formula:

� =
NT �NB

L✏
(4)

where NT is the observed number of events that passes the selection and NB is the
expected number of background events that contaminate the signal selection. The
resulting statistical error on the cross-section is dominated by Poisson errors on NT ,
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performance appropriate to the envisaged ILC detectors. The previous study was
started in 1999 and had very conservatively assumed experimental characteristics
similar to the LEP detectors.

Such a measurement would necessarily entail significant allocation of running time
to data-taking near

p
s = 161 GeV where the cross-section is most sensitive to MW.

Low statistics measurements at a single center-of-mass energy with unpolarized beams
were done in 1996 by the LEP experiments [11–14] and were reviewed in [15,16]. The
dependence of the cross-section on center-of-mass energy is illustrated in Figure 1.
There are two primary experimental issues at the heart of interpreting a high statistics
threshold scan as a measurement of the W mass. Firstly, one needs excellent control of
the absolute center-of-mass energy, and secondly one needs to be able to control
the background. These are discussed further in the next section.
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Figure 1: The unpolarized CC03 cross-section for WW production vs center-of-
mass energy. The cross-section is evaluated with GENTLE2.0 including ILC beam-
strahlung.

2

effects in the qqqq channel can be determined and constrained in situ.
An ultimate aim should be to fit simultaneously WW , ZZ and Z� leptonic and hadronic decay

modes, in order to extract a determination of the mW /mZ ratio with potentially large cancellations of
most systematic uncertainties, from theory, experiment, and beam energy.

Further work and open questions
In the following we provide an incomplete list of work packages with possible large impact on the
precision estimates. The results can provide important input to future theory developments and detector
design.

Pair-production threshold
– Explore in more detail the systematic uncertainties with multi-point (n � 3) cross section meas-

urements from a WW threshold scan. The reduction and cancellation of point-to-point correlated
systematic uncertainties as acceptance, luminosity and background, are of particular interest.

– Design and implement a modern analysis, using event classifiers based on machine learning and/or
a profile likelihood fit with nuisance parameters to describe and constrain systematic uncertainties.

– Use state-of-the-art generators to evaluate the impact of the various systematic uncertainties and
overall performance, for each channel and their combination.

– Evaluate model-independent approaches in which the theory uncertainties, as outlined above,
could be constrained directly from the data.

– For intermediate and high energies, a full NNLO calculation for W -pair production in DPA would
be most desirable, a task that should be achievable in the next decade, anticipating further progress
at the frontier of loop calculations.

W-pair decay kinematics
– Study a LEP2-style W mass measurement. Estimate the statistical precision of data at different

centre-of-mass energies. Study the impact of the systematic uncertainties in detail.
– Explore simultaneous analysis and fit of diboson events (WW , ZZ and Z�) to extract mW /mZ

with potential cancellations of systematic uncertainties both theoretical and experimental. The
simultaneous fit of Z peak data for the calibration of lepton and jet energies will also be necessary.

– Clarify the usefulness of high-precision cross section measurements in the continuum (see e.g. section
4.5 in Ref. [113]).

Monte Carlo samples
Basic samples for continuum energies are available. Dedicated state-of-the-art samples for threshold
scans are needed.

Contact & Further Information
– Gitlab wiki: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/
FocusTopics/Wmass

– Sign up for egroup: ECFA-WHF-FT-WMASS@cern.ch via http://simba3.web.cern.ch/simba3/
SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=ecfa-whf-ft-wmass

– and/or email the conveners of ECFA WG1 PRECision group:
mailto:ecfa-whf-wg1-prec-conveners@cern.ch
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5 Differential cross-sections in WW / evW
WWdiff, GLOB

5 WWdiff — Full studies of WW and e⌫W

Expert Team: Patrizia Azzi, Timothy Barklow, Jorge de Blas, Ansgar Denner, Alexander Grohsjean,
Wolfgang Kilian, Jenny List, Frank Siegert

Motivation
Constraints on gauge boson interactions are crucial ingredients to global interpretations, be it in SMEFT
or in UV complete models. In particular, in models where the electroweak symmetry is linearly realised
in the light fields, new physics contributions to anomalous triple gauge couplings are directly connected
to corrections on Higgs couplings, establishing a complementarity between the two sectors of measure-
ments.

Previous experimental studies
For future e+e� colliders, it has been shown from theory-level studies that in principle even the most
general set of CP-conserving and CP-violating triple-gauge boson couplings, in total 28 real parameters,
can be constrained at a centre-of-mass energy of 500GeV with polarised beams [114–116]. Detector-
level simulations have been conducted at energies of 500GeV [117] and 1TeV [118], but considering
only the three triple anomalous gauge couplings of the so-called LEP parametrisation. These studies used
on LO MC, and were restricted to semi-leptonic W -pair events with electrons and muons, i.e. they neither
included single-W processes, nor events with ⌧ leptons, nor fully hadronic events. The three couplings
and their covariance matrix was then passed on to global interpretations, e.g. SMEFT fits. More recently,
the formalism of statistical optimal observables for all the CP-even interactions contributing at LO in the
dimension-six SMEFT parametrisation have been used in global fits [63, 113], also at lower centre-of-
mass energies and including the information from all final states of the W+W� decays, but only based
on theory-level distributions.

Theory State-of-the-Art
On the Standard Model side, at LEP2 times, the differential cross section for W -pair production in-
cluding W decays was only known within the double-pole approximation, as implemented in the event
generators YFSWW [119] and RACOONWW [120]. Later, the complete electroweak O(↵) correc-
tions in the Standard Model were calculated for the charged-current four-fermion production processes
e+e� ! ⌫⌧⌧+µ�⌫̄µ, ud̄µ�⌫̄µ, and ud̄sc̄ [98, 121]. These calculations are available in an unpublished
follow-up code of RACOONWW named RACOON4F. It includes on top of the full O(↵) corrections also
the leading-logarithmic initial-state-radiation effects beyond O(↵) in the structure-function approach
(following Ref. [122] and references therein). For a more detailed summary on the status of theoretical
predictions for e+e� ! W+W�

! 4f we refer to Section 8 of Ref. [102] and the discussion in Sec. 4.
Predictions in SM extensions like the dimension-six SMEFT are doable thanks to UFO models

like, e.g. SMEFTSIM [123, 124] at LO, which can be used in MADGRAPH [125]. Automated calcula-
tion of NLO corrections in QCD is doable via the UFO model SMEFT@NLO [126]. The automated
calculation of NLO electroweak corrections will be completed and available in codes like MADGRAPH
and WHIZARD [127]. Such electroweak corrections are expected to be large at high energies accessible
to some of the e+e� collider projects under consideration.

Goals of this Focus Topic
Therefore the main objective of this focus topic is to understand the full potential of e+e� colliders with
respect to gauge boson interactions, using the full differential information from W -pair and single-W
events to extract CP-even and CP-odd couplings, based on detailed detector simulation with assessments
of systematic uncertainties, at all centre-of-mass energies.

23
It is also important to establish the complementarity of these studies with similar studies of anom-

alous triple gauge couplings (aTGC) at the HL-LHC and to clarify gain in precision that is expected at
future e+e� colliders.

Proposed Study Targets
– Detector-level projections for differential cross-section measurements with respect to production

and decay angles, at all centre-of-mass energies with and without beam polarisation.
– Detector-level projections for optimal observables for CP-even and CP-odd anomalous gauge

couplings, again at all centre-of-mass energies with and without beam polarisation.
– Reduction of systematic uncertainties by inclusion of nuisance parameters in the combined inter-

pretation of various data sets.
– Estimation of residual systematic uncertainties and their incorporation in the optimal observable

formalism.
– Inclusion in the studies of single-W production, to establish its role of in constraining electroweak

interactions, when combined with di-boson production.

MC samples needed
Some basic samples are available as listed in the Motivation Section, dedicated samples with higher
statistics and in particular with anomalous couplings might be needed.

Existing tools / examples
– ILD qql⌫ analysis https://github.com/ILDAnaSoft/ILDbench_WWqqlnu

Contact & Further Information
– Gitlab wiki: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/
FocusTopics/WWdiff

– Sign up for egroup: ECFA-WHF-FT-WWdiff @cern.ch via http://simba3.web.cern.ch/simba3/
SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=ecfa-whf-ft-wwdiff

– and/or email the conveners of ECFA WG1 GLOBal group:
mailto:ecfa-whf-wg1-glob-conveners@cern.ch
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• comparision of theory predictions and MC generators
• detector-level studies including full differential angular information
• reconstruction of CP angles
• optimal observables 
• interface to global interpretations
• CP violating operators and other effects beyond “standard” TGCs 
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6 Detector-level simulation study at a typical ttbar threshold energy 
& ttbar threshold scan optimisation
TTthres, HTE + GLOB

• full simulation studies of total & differential cross-
section, asymmetries, CP observables

• realistic estimate of theory and exp. systematics
• exp <-> theory interface (corrections, cuts…)
• backgrounds, polarisation, energy-step 

optimisation
• extract mass, width, Yukawa, 𝛂s as well as 

electroweak coupling parameter extraction, also 
CPV

• interplay with HL-LHC
• SMEFT fit of top sector

6 TTthres — Top threshold: Detector-level simulation studies of e+e� ! tt̄ and thres-
hold scan optimisation
Expert Team: Patrizia Azzi, Martin Beneke, Jorge de Blas, Matteo Defranchis, Gauthier Durieux,

Roberto Franceschini, André Hoang, Adrián Irles, Abideh Jafari, Victor Miralles, Zohreh Najafabadi,
Laura Pintucci, Andrej Saibel, Reinhard Schwienhorst, Frank Simon, Marcel Vos, Aleksander Filip

Zarnecki

A scan of the e+e� centre-of-mass energy through the top quark pair production is part of the programme
of all proposed Higgs/top/EW factories. The shape of the top quark pair production rate versus centre-
of-mass energy is sensitive to the top quark mass and width, while the absolute cross section around the
threshold is sensitive to the strong coupling and the top quark Yukawa coupling. Measurements at centre-
of-mass energies above the tt̄ threshold can yield precision measurements of the top quark electroweak
couplings and have exquisite sensitivity to new physics scenarios where these are altered.

The earliest proposals for a threshold scan [128–131] as the "ultimate" top quark mass measure-
ment go back to the 1980s and 1990s. Since then, considerable progress has been made towards precise
predictions of the total cross section in the threshold region, which is now available at NNNLO [132],
and (partial) NNLL accuracy [133]. A code is available that provides NNNLO prediction of the cross
section [134] (with the option to include QED initial-state radiation), which has been used extensively for
experimental studies. Work towards a generator that includes effect of the Coulomb pseudo-bound-state
cross-section enhancement [135] is ongoing.

After early experimental studies by Martinez & Miquel [136], the current strategy follows work
by Seidel et al. [137]. A 10-point threshold scan is envisaged, with points spaced by 1 GeV. The total
integrated luminosity is 100 fb�1 [138].

The expert team aims to provide a firm basis for the projected precision of the top quark mass
and width measurements, including a realistic estimate of systematic uncertainties from theory and ex-
periment. This includes, importantly, a full-simulation study of the top quark cross-section measure-
ment at the threshold. Detector-level studies of top physics exist mainly at centre-of-mass energies of
380 � 500GeV and above, focusing on precision determinations of the electroweak couplings of the
quarks. Threshold scans have been studied so far based on toy measurements of the total cross-section
near threshold. These considered simultaneous extractions of top mass, width, Yukawa coupling and
strong coupling ↵s, but included neither differential information nor polarisation.

Discussion among theorists and experimentalists are needed to establish exactly which corrections
and cuts to the data are expected to be applied by the experimental collaboration, and which effects can
instead be included in the theoretical prediction.

Finally, the expert team hopes to provide a perspective for the top quark mass measurement by
comparing the expected precision to the HL-LHC prospects, and by embedding the top quark prospects
in the global electroweak precision fit, together with the projections for other measurements, such as that
of the W -boson mass, the strong coupling, etc.

Beyond the top quark mass, studies of the top quark width measurement from a threshold scan
should be compared to projections of HL-LHC and to the predictions of new physics scenarios that
involve non-standard "invisible" decays of the top quark. New ideas are required to turn the extraction of
the strong coupling and the top quark Yukawa coupling from the threshold scan into competitive results.

The impact of top quark coupling measurements in operation of the e+e� collider above threshold
has been studied in detail [139–141]. The e+e� prospects are compared to current LHC results and
expected HL-LHC bounds on operator coefficients involving top quarks in a global fit of the top sector of
the SMEFT [113,142,143]. These studies are being extended to include a complete NLO parametrisation
of the dependence of top quark production processes on all operator coefficients for hadron colliders.
Future work may include extension to the imaginary parts of the relevant Wilson coefficients and —
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7 Luminosity measurements from Small-Angle Bhabha Scattering & Di-photons
LUMI, PREC

– Background: The cross-section from Bhabha scattering is 100 times larger. For an overall lumin-
osity precision of 10�4 from di-photon production, Bhabha needs to be reduced by a factor 106,
i.e. a factor 103 per track (this should be doable in central tracking region). Backgrounds from
neutral pion production are expected to be very small.

– Acceptance/metrology: For 10�4 precision, the angular acceptance needs to be determined to
50 µrad which is much looser than the acceptance precision required for SABS. However, here
this is needed for the central detector, which consists of several components, with potential cracks,
etc.

Theoretical challenges:
– The photon vacuum polarisation only appears one order higher than in SABS, i.e. at NNLO and

thus its uncertainty is negligible [163]. However, there are also hadronic light-by-light (lbl) scat-
tering corrections (Fig. 3b), which also enter at NNLO, but which have a much larger relative
uncertainty (about 20% for the muon magnetic moment). Their impact on �� production has not
been studied. The lbl contribution can be estimated from hadronic models or lattice QCD.

– Due to the large-angle requirement (| cos ✓| . 0.9), EW corrections are relatively more important
than for SABS [163]. By including NLO and leading NNLO EW corrections, the uncertainty
from higher-order EW corrections can likely be rendered sub-dominant, but this requires further
investigation.

Available MC tools:
– BABAYAGA [163,164]: NLO QED+EW corrections; higher-order leading-log resummation through

parton shower; no fermion-pair production.
– BKQED [165]: NLO QED corrections; no parton shower or other effects.
– MCMULE [161]: NNLO fixed-order corrections.

Open Questions
In the following we point out a few concrete questions which should be addressed with high priority:

1. Di-photon production may be a promising candidate for a robust high-precision determination of
the total integrated luminosity. A detailed study of the luminosity calibration using this process is
still lacking and would be very important.

2. SABS is preferred for the point-to-point luminosity control, due its higher yields. Some lead-
ing systematic uncertainties should drop out in the point-to-point comparison. More studies on
this last point are needed, in particular for the understanding of correlations between luminosity
measurements at different centre-of-mass energies.

3. Detailed designs for LumiCal detectors are needed for different collider setups and different de-
tector concepts.

4. Radiative production of additional fermion pairs is currently not implemented in typical MC pro-
grams for SABS and �� production. What is their impact in the experimental analysis of the
luminosity measurements?

5. What is (quantitatively) the impact of beamstrahlung on the overall luminosity determination?
Will the beamstrahlung spectrum need to be obtained from simulation, or can be determined from
in-situ measurements?

6. Are there other processes besides e+e� ! e+e� and e+e� ! �� that could be useful for lumin-
osity measurements?
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8 New Exotic Scalars
EXscalar, SRCH
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8 EXscalar — New exotic scalars
Expert Team: Mikael Berggren, Sven Heinemeyer, Abdollah Mohammadi, Tania Robens, Nikolaos

Rompotis, Aleksander Filip Zarnecki

The physics program of the Higgs factory will focus on measurements of the 125 GeV Higgs
boson, with the Higgs-strahlung process being the dominant production channel at 240/250 GeV [33].
However, additional scalar states, especially light ones with masses of the order of, or even below the
mass of the Higgs boson observed at the LHC, are well motivated theoretically [166–168] and by far not
excluded experimentally. Typically, the couplings of such a new state are modified with respect to the SM
prediction (for a "SM Higgs boson" at that mass) and highly depend on the specific theory. Due to sum
rules stemming from unitarity, for many of the possible additional CP-even neutral states the couplings
to electroweak gauge bosons are suppressed with respect to the SM couplings, see e.g. discussion in
Ref. [169].

Higgs factories can be sensitive to exotic scalar production even for very light scalars, thanks to
clean environment, precision and hermeticity of the detectors. Different production and decay chan-
nels, including invisible decays, can be considered. Comprehensive summaries for searches for such
additional scalars in various production and decay modes at LEP are documented in Refs. [170, 171].
Observing and measuring the properties of additional scalars also allows to test the nature of electroweak
phase transition, see e.g. discussions in Refs. [172, 173]. In the following, we propose two production
modes for extra scalars which deserve particular attention.

Scalar-strahlung
Higgs factories are best suited to search for light exotic scalars, here denoted as �, in the process similar
to the Higgs-strahlung:

e+e� ! Z� .

As for the SM Higgs boson, the production of new scalars can be tagged, independent of their decay,
based on the recoil mass technique [174]. Similar analysis methods can be used, looking for corres-
ponding light scalar decay channels (e.g. bb̄, W (⇤)+W (⇤)�, ⌧+⌧� or invisible decays), but relaxing
the constraint imposed by the SM Higgs boson mass. Non-standard decays channels of the new scalar
(e.g. decays to long-lived particles) can also be looked for, similarly as they should be addressed for
the 125 GeV Higgs. For maximum sensitivity, the feasibility of including hadronic Z decays should be
explored.

Higgs decays to Extra Scalars
In addition to the associated production of the new scalar with the Z boson, other production channels
can also be considered, including production processes involving decays of heavier particles (SM gauge
bosons, Higgs boson, top quark or new exotic particles). As as second benchmark scenario for the
EXscalar focus topic, light scalar pair-production in 125 GeV Higgs boson decays is proposed:

e+e� ! ZH ! Z�� .

Here again, different decay channels of the new scalar state should be considered, both SM-like decays
(e.g. bb̄, ⌧+⌧�) and exotic ones (e.g. invisible decays) should be considered. While new scalar states
could in general be long-lived, only scenarios with prompt decays are included in this focus topic (while
a dedicated topic focuses on LLPs).

Target Physics Observables
The first target in either of the above cases is to quantify the parameter space accessible for discovery
(or exclusion) in terms of mass of the scalar and its mixing with the 125 GeV Higgs boson. However,
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one should also address the prospects for scrutinising the new scalar state(s) once discovered. How
accurately can its properties can be measured? To which extend can these measurements then be used to
discriminate theoretical models proposed to describe the excess? For the latter, the properties of the extra
scalar need to be combined with the 125 GeV Higgs boson coupling measurements and other precision
measurements at Higgs factory, as considered in the past e.g. in Ref. [175].

Target detector performance aspects and reconstruction methods to be developed
Many reconstruction algorithms for the studies proposed here exist in KEY4HEP. In the areas below,
performance improvements are expected from developments of more sophisticated approaches:

1. Recoil mass reconstruction is the primary method for identification of the SM-like Higgs boson
production events and can also be used for new scalar searches. In fact, precision of the recoil
mass reconstruction is expected to be the leading factor determining the search sensitivity in the
scalar-strahlung scenario, as well as for the exotic Higgs decays.

2. Resolution in the reconstruction of the invariant mass from the hadronic decays of the produced
heavy objects (Z boson, Higgs boson, exotic scalar) is also very important.

3. Invariant-mass reconstruction can also be improved, using the appropriate corrections for semi-
leptonic decays of heavy flavours, for scalar decays to bb̄ and cc̄ [176].

4. Reconstruction of the invariant mass for scalar decays to ⌧+⌧� is the key issue for scenarios where
these decays dominate (see e.g. Ref. [167]). This has already been considered in the past for the
SM Higgs boson [177], but should probably be developed further.

5. Finally, efficient tagging of ISR photons is also important for proper reconstruction of event kin-
ematics and background suppression.

MC samples needed
Samples of the study of new scalar production in the scalar-strahlung process, assuming SM-like decays
of the new particle (bb̄, W+W�, ⌧+⌧�, ��, . . . ) can be easily generated using the Standard Model
simulation with modified Higgs boson mass, and usually the accordingly modified width.

For the simulation of Higgs-strahlung events with a 125 GeV Higgs boson decaying to a pair of
new scalars an arbitrary model can be selected, assuming it supports the considered decay channels of
the new scalar. Angular distributions of the decay products do not depend on the model details and the
final sensitivity limits will be given in terms of the cross section times branching ratio.

Existing tools / examples
Prospects for observing new scalar production in the scalar-strahlung process were previously studied
for ILC at 250 GeV on theory level [178] and at 250 GeV and 500 GeV in full ILD simulation [179],
and for CLIC at 380 GeV and 1.5 TeV [180]. The code of the ILD analysis is available at https:
//github.com/ILDAnaSoft/ILDbench_extraH. New scalar production in the exotic decays of the
125 GeV Higgs boson was also considered for different scalar decay channels [181], however, at gener-
ator level only.

Contact & Further Information
– Gitlab wiki: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/
FocusTopics/EXscalar

– Sign up for egroup: ECFA-WHF-FT-EXscalar@cern.ch via http://simba3.web.cern.ch/simba3/
SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=ecfa-whf-ft-exscalar

– and/or email the conveners of ECFA WG1 SeaRCHes group:
mailto:ecfa-whf-wg1-srch-conveners@cern.ch
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9 Long-lived particles
LLPs, SRCH

        18 January 2023 Jan Klamka, Overlay reduction in the searches for displaced vertices 12      

Final selection – other variables

● At least one more (independent) variable needed to 
achieve the assumed reduction

● We expect that signal tracks should come out of a 
single point %Ureference points should be close

● In busier backgound events, still many tracks evade the 
cuts – e.g. curlers, secondary decays

% either far reference points or close centres of helices

helix1
helix2

dref
dC

● dref – distance between reference points 

(TrackStates / first hits)

● dC – distance between centres of helices 

projections into XY plane

Heavy Neutral Leptons, Axions, LLPs in Higgs Decays

Axions
Axions were introduced in the 1980s in theories beyond the standard model to address the strong CP
problem. More generally, ALPs [188] appear in any theory with a spontaneously broken global symmetry
and possible ALP masses and couplings to SM particles range over many orders of magnitude. For large
symmetry-breaking scales, the ALP can be a harbinger of a new physics sector at a scale ⇤ that would
otherwise be experimentally inaccessible. Since the leading ALP couplings to SM particles scale as ⇤�1,
ALPs become weakly coupled for large new-physics scales. Accessing the smallest possible couplings,
and therefore long lifetimes, is thus crucial to reveal non-trivial information about a whole new physics
sector. In addition, ALPs naturally implement spontaneous electroweak baryogenesis through a cosmic
evolution that provides CPT violation [189]. In this scenario, the ALP feebly couples to the Higgs field
and gives a small contribution to the Higgs boson mass.

LLPs in Higgs Decays
A third type of scenario in which LLPs arise is exotic decays of the Higgs boson [190]. The Higgs
sector could be extended such that it decays into dark-sector particles, which could be long-lived. Such
signals were first considered in the context of Hidden Valley models, and subsequently found to arise in a
variety of well-motivated scenarios including ones involving the electroweak hierarchy problem, models
of baryogenesis, and models of neutral naturalness.

Phenomenological and model-building targets
Due to the plethora of models which can produce LLP signatures, the experimental sensitivities will be
derived based on signatures, as sketched below. However these signature-based sensitivities then need to
be interpreted and combined in actual BSM models, which might contain LLPs as well as other, promptly
decaying new particles – or new particles which become long-lived only in certain parameter ranges of
the model. In particular for the case of a discovery, an important question is what would be needed in
order to determine the correct underlying model and its parameters.

In addition, we see interesting opportunities for including projected LLP sensitivities of future
colliders in general model-checking tools, for instance the LLP-version of CHECKMATE [191, 192].

Target physics observables and signatures
In all cases, the target physics observables comprise the discovery (and exclusion) reach in terms of cross-
sections, masses and lifetimes of the LLPs, as well as the precision to which these and other properties
of the LLPs can be determined in case of a discovery.

A large variety of non-mainstream signatures can be considered: In the tracking system, Uncom-
mon energy loss patterns in dE/dx as well as displaced tracks and vertices can be pursued, or even
“disappearing tracks” (in silicon trackers, in continuous tracking even the mini-curler of very soft decay
products could be seen). Non-pointing and/or delayed photons will be of interest in the calorimeters, and
in these cases, calorimeter timing would be important. Likewise, non-standard jets, such as emerging
jets, trackless jets, or jets with unconventional energy distributions in the calorimeters can be explored.
Furthermore, jets with out-of-time decays, such as in later or empty bunch crossings, can be a signa-
ture of slowly-moving or stopped particles with a long lifetime. In the muon system, displaced particles
forming a vertex is a signature worth pursuing. In addition, boosted neutral LLPs could give rise to pairs
of collimated muons with no tracks in the inner detector. Finally, unusual time-of-flight measurements
in the muon system and/or the calorimeters could be targeted as well.
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Target methods to be developed
Following on the previous list of signatures, there are a few core methods to be developed for this focus
topic. First, the reconstruction of displaced tracks and vertices, both in the inner detector and the muon
spectrometers, must be well established. Then, tracking algorithms should be able to reconstruct anom-
alous dE/dx patterns. Timing capabilities in the calorimeters and for tracks should be developed. Jets
must be well-reconstructed and jet taggers explored. For all of these, basic algorithms exist in KEY4HEP,
in particular via the MARLINWRAPPER functionality. However they all need significant development to
fully explore the physics potential in the area of LLPs. Conceptual, DELPHES-based studies of displaced
vertices and tracks and, to a lesser extent displaced photons are described in Ref. [185].

Finally, the estimation of unusual backgrounds must be developed. These backgrounds include
instrumental backgrounds such as beam-induced background, pileup, and cavern noise, as well as back-
grounds from cosmic-ray muons.

Target detector performance aspects
This focus topic set requirements on all subsystems of collider detectors, with an emphasis on tracking,
timing, and calorimetry. In particular, gaseous main trackers have advantages in specific energy loss
measurements and pattern recognition which might be difficult to compensate with all-silicon trackers.
Analogously, the timing capabilities and the granularity of the chosen ECAL technology might have
significant impact on the ability to reconstruct displaced photons and out-of-time signatures.

Additional experiments following those proposed or running at the LHC and HL-LHC should also
be considered, from additional detectors on and off-axis to beam dump experiments, depending on the
considered facility.

MC samples needed
This focus topic will require a number of dedicated signal samples at all centre-of-mass energies. The
correct interfacing of late decays from the MC generators to the detector simulation in GEANT4 is non-
trivial, but working examples exist [193]. Specifically for this focus topic, additional simulations of
accelerator-related backgrounds (beamstrahlung, halo muons, beam gas interactions) might be needed.

Specifically at the Z pole, high statistics of e.g., Z ! bb̄⌧⌧ will be needed, as well as dedicated
filtering strategies to enhance tails of distributions where displacement can be found.

Existing tools / examples
Work on LLPs is ongoing based on fast simulation of IDEA [185] and full simulation of ILD [194]. An
FCC LLP code tutorial already exists [195]. The reconstruction of displaced photons from “invisible !

invisible + �” as well as the prospects for measuring key properties of the two invisible particles have
been studied in full simulation of ILD [196].

Contact & Further Information
– Gitlab wiki: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/
FocusTopics/LLPs

– Sign up for egroup: ECFA-WHF-FT-LLP@cern.ch via http://simba3.web.cern.ch/simba3/
SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=ecfa-whf-ft-llp

– and/or email the conveners of ECFA WG1 SeaRCHes group:
mailto:ecfa-whf-wg1-srch-conveners@cern.ch
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10 Exotic Top decays
EXtt, SRCH

10 EXtt — Exotic top decays
Expert Team: Nuño Castro, Marina Cobal, Gauthier Durieux, Roberto Franceschini, María Teresa

Núñez Pardo de Vera, Kirill Skovpen, Marcel Vos

So far the study of top quark physics at the e+e� factory has concentrated mostly on an effective
field theory (or anomalous couplings) encoding the microscopic details of new physics characterised by
masses larger than the energy scales experimentally accessible. These include modified electroweak
interactions and flavour-conserving contact interactions as well as flavour-changing neutral currents
(FCNCs) which are negligibly small in the standard model.

FCNC interactions arising at dimension six in the effective field theory of the standard model
(SMEFT) include: tqg, tq�, tqZ, tqH , tq``(0). These interactions can be probed both in top-quark decay
and (associated) production, at hadron and lepton colliders. Top-quark FCNC decays are not foreseen in
the SM at any observable level, e.g. t ! ch is predicted in the SM to be at BR = 3 · 10�15. The FCNC
BR can reach observable level in BSM. However, the potential of new lepton colliders on these FCNC
interactions may be limited in common models, because the particles (e.g. squarks of SUSY) which could
produce observable BRs also have plenty of other observable consequences, which are already subject to
significant constraints.

A new direction of research for BSM related to the top quark is the study of decays into new-
physics particles. These decays are foreseen in well motivated models of new physics, experience less
tight experimental constraints from other searches than decays in SM states, and have received little
attention so far at both e+e� and hadron machines.

Following the proposal of Refs. [197,198] an interesting example for BSM decays of the top quark
into new scalars and light quark flavours is

t ! �q, � ! bb̄ . (3)

This production in top decays is particularly interesting for the case that the � has so strongly reduced
couplings to the Z boson that it would escape detection in searches for associated Z� production (“scalar
strahlung”).

Current results from LHC show a potential to probe BR in these exotic decays modes of order
10�4. For example a recent search for the case � ! bb̄ and q = u, c using 139 fb�1 found an upper limit
on the BR around the few 10�4 ballpark for 20 GeV < m� < 160 GeV [199]. This leaves plenty of
room for improvement for e+e� machines, that could reach up to O(10�6) for particularly clean signals
— or for precise property determinations in case HL-LHC should discover such a decay in the future. In
addition, the LHC has difficulties to search for too light new physics, whereas trigger-less e+e� machines
could much more easily attack such signals from light new physics appearing in top quark decays.

The topics proposed in the following are particularly well suited as “low barrier” projects that
could be undertaken e.g. by colleagues working on top quark physics at the LHC.

Theory and phenomenological targets
Most t ! �q searches so far have focused on � = h, for instance at CLIC [200]. However it is
highly motivated to consider other scalars than the SM Higgs boson h. In particular, the possibility to
consider scalars other than the Higgs boson frees up from constraints from other observables related to
the properties of the Higgs boson and other tests of the SM. In any case a “generic scalar” search will
encompass the Higgs boson as a sub-case, thus allows to obtain results for the SM Higgs at little or no
cost at all.

From this starting point the main phenomenological target is to quantify the discovery reach of
the HET factory below the HL-LHC limits at BR(t ! �q) . 10�4 in the channel � ! bb in the mass
range m� 2 [10, 172] GeV, and to study the obtainable precisions on mass and other properties of the �.

37In addition, the search in other decay modes of �, e.g. � ! ��, cc̄, ss̄, gg, and invisible , especially
for m� < 10 GeV, which are also very challenging for LHC. Each of this can provide a new target for
detector performances and reconstruction methods.

Detector Performances and Methods
The search for the exotic top decay eq. (3) hinges around reconstruction performances for multi-jet
events. A key development concerns methods for b tagging for a kinematics different from the typical
t ! bW and Z ! bb̄, in particular for “soft” and/or “small-opening-angle” b-jets from a light �. These
methods can be explored for � search in top decay, but also for a number of other scenarios where light
sources of heavy flavours emerge, e.g. h ! �1�2 of interest in the EXscalar Focus Topic (Sec. 8).

Considering the fact that each event will contain two top quarks, there will be up to six jets in the
event, which can lead to significant jet clustering errors. Thus the development of jet algorithms and
kinematic fitting will be essential for a realistic performance estimate.

Extending the scope from � ! bb̄ to � ! cc̄, ss̄, ��, invisible will add the need for corresponding
tagging algorithms, especially for the lower-mass cases.

MC sample needs
For the generation of signal event, UFO models with all the possible decay modes for � are available:

– for FCNC at NLO in QCD, where changing the Higgs mass would make it look like a � at http:
//feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/TopFCNC.

– similarly, LO SMEFT models with all the relevant top-quark interactions can be found at https:
//feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/dim6top and https://smeftsim.github.io.

In principle more refined studies may include inclusive tt̄,tt̄V , multi-boson background genera-
tion.

Contact & Further Information
– Gitlab wiki: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/
FocusTopics/EXtt

– Sign up for egroup: ECFA-WHF-FT-EXTT@cern.ch via http://simba3.web.cern.ch/simba3/
SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=ecfa-whf-ft-extt

– and/or email the conveners of ECFA WG1 SeaRCHes group:
mailto:ecfa-whf-wg1-srch-conveners@cern.ch
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11 CKM matrix elements from WW  
CKMWW, FLAV

• O(108) Ws at FCCee and ILC
• use to extract Vcs, Vcb, Vub 
• complementary to B factories
• jet flavour and charge tagging crucial
• systematics
• ….Table 2: Standard Model branching ratios of the W� boson into quarks and the corresponding number

of events, in each channel, assuming a number NW = 108 of W± of boson pairs produced (we include
the charge conjugate channel in the counting). The last row shows the theoretical lower limit on the
statistical uncertainty �Vij in each CKM matrix element assuming 100% reconstruction efficiency and
108 W pairs produced.

W�
! ūd ūs ūb c̄d c̄s c̄b

BR 31.8% 1.7% 4.5⇥ 10�6 1.7% 31.7% 5.9⇥ 10�4

Nev 64⇥ 106 3.4⇥ 106 900 3.4⇥ 106 63⇥ 106 118⇥ 103

�th
Vij

0.0063 % 0.027 % 1.7 % 0.027 % 0.0063 % 0.15 %

Target methods to be developed
Particle-identification performance of the detector is the crucial characteristic to be studied and poten-
tially improved to estimate the quark-jet flavour tagging efficiency. Tagging efficiency for s, c, and b-jets
are relevant for |Vcb| and |Vcs|, while also light quark tagging and gluon-jet rejection become relevant for
CKM elements of light quarks. Time-of-flight PID seems to be feasible for any future collider detector,
but it provides PID only at low momenta (⇡/K up to about 5 GeV, K/p up to about 10 GeV with cur-
rently achievable several 10 ps timing resolution). While this is crucial for flavour physics at the Z pole,
its impact to tag leading particles in jets at the W threshold or the 240/250 GeV Higgs is limited; above
that energy it becomes very small. PID with gaseous trackers (time projection chamber or drift chamber
with dE/dx or dN /dx) can provide ⇡/K separation up to 20 to 40 GeV, depending on the system (ef-
fective depth, granularity, available counting method). The PID performance of a dedicated Cherenkov
detector promises the highest momentum reach of 50 GeV or above and shall be studied as well.

Over the years, LCFIPLUS [205] has become a benchmark and default flavour tagger for future
e+e� collider studies. It uses a boosted decision tree to tag b ,c and “other” jets. Currently, a number of
novel approaches to flavour tagging are being worked on, using neural networks and allowing for a more
comprehensive tagging of all quark flavours. For an overview see Ref. [206]. An important next step is
the implementation of these taggers in KEY4HEP in order to make them available to the full community.

A central question of this study is to determine the dependence of the CKM matrix element meas-
urement precision on the flavour tagging performance, as well as the dependence of the flavour tagging
on the PID performance. This will allow to optimise the flavour tagger and potentially also the overall
detector design with respect to PID-sensitive subdetectors. Furthermore, the precise needs for hadronic
particle identification (p/K/⇡) shall be assessed.

MC samples needed
The ILD concept group has produced large full-simulation MC samples to study physics benchmarks,
including WW production. At 500 GeV, about 500 fb�1 are available [207]. The more recent 250 GeV
MC production contains 5 ab�1 for either opposite-sign 100%-polarisation combination (+�,�+) and
1 ab�1 for either like-sign 100%-polarisation combination (��,++) [208], exceeding the integrated
luminosity of the proposed data taking by more than a factor of 3. Flavour tagging was not part of these
productions, but LCFIPLUS is typically added as default tagger on the ‘analysis-level.’
On the FCC-ee side, full simulation for CLD and IDEA detectors with several 108

W decays are needed.

Contact & Further Information
– Gitlab wiki: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/
FocusTopics/CKMWW

– Sign up for egroup: ECFA-WHF-FT-CKMWW@cern.ch via http://simba3.web.cern.ch/
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11 CKMWW — CKM matrix elements from W decays
Expert Team: Marzia Bordone, Ulrich Einhaus, Pablo Goldenzweig, Zoltan Ligeti, David Marzocca,

Stéphane Monteil, Michele Selvaggi

Introduction
On-shell hadronic W decays offer the possibility to directly measure CKM matrix elements in a way
completely independent from low-energy measurements, provided a sufficiently good flavour-tagging
efficiency is achievable. An e+e� Higgs/EW/top factory, with the possibility of recording several 108

W events in a clean environment, is the ideal machine for such measurements.
In principle, the magnitude of all CKM matrix elements |Vij |, except for those involving the top

quark, can potentially be measured in this way from the decay W�
! uidj (where ui = (u, c) and

dj = (d, s, b)). The main goal of this Focus Topic is to study the prospects for |Vcb| and |Vcs|, where
unprecedented precision could be reachable. However, we will also consider the other matrix elements,
comparing the reach with the state-of-the-art precision from low energy probes.

Motivation and phenomenological targets
The knowledge of the magnitudes |Vcs| and |Vcb| from W decays provides a consistency check of the
unitarity of the CKM matrix. The comparison of the |Vcs| magnitude to its indirect determinations in-
ferred from leptonic charmed meson decays is a direct test of the SM decay constant parameters. The
measurement of |Vcb| with on-shell and boosted W decays may shed light on the longstanding discrep-
ancy observed in exclusive and inclusive determinations of |Vcb| obtained from semileptonic decays of
b-flavoured particles [201]. Furthermore, the |Vcb| magnitude controls the normalisation of the unitarity
triangle. A quasi-model-independent global analysis of neutral B-meson observables will benefit from
an improved precision at the horizon of 2040 [202].

While the uncertainty in |Vcb| is already systematically dominated and can only be improved via
a better understanding of detector performance, the expected precision in |Vub| from Belle II is approx-
imately 1.3% for 50 ab�1 of integrated luminosity, assuming a factor of 5 improvement in lattice QCD
uncertainties [203]. From this perspective, measuring CKM matrix elements directly from W decays,
which do not require lattice inputs, could also provide a way to benchmark different lattice QCD com-
putations.

Target physics observables
A starting point for computing the achievable precision on each CKM matrix element is the total number
of W boson produced, which can then decay to each specific hadronic channel. The total hadronic
branching ratio of a W boson is [79]

BR(W�
! hadrons) = (67.41± 0.27)% . (4)

The branching ratio for each quark channel can be approximated by (we neglect quark mass effects)
BR(W�

! ūidj) ⇡
1
2 |Vij |

2BR(W�
! hadrons), with the result shown in Table 2. In the bottom

row we show the number of events in each channel assuming a total number NW = 108 of W± pairs
produced and the lower limit for the statistical uncertainty in |Vij | assuming an unrealistic reconstruction
efficiency of 100%, computed as �th

Vij
= 1

2N
�1/2
ev .

A study of the particle reconstruction capabilities of each detector design will allow to derive
reconstruction efficiencies for each decay channel, enabling an evaluation of the possible reach for the
CKM matrix elements. A first estimate for the sensitivity reach in Vcb can be found in Ref. [204], where a
precision �Vcb ⇡ 0.4% is projected for 108 W pairs, a substantial improvement on the expected precision
from B meson decays.
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12 B0 -> K0*tau+tau-  
BKtautau, FLAV

• vertex detector benchmark
• opportunity to get flavour 

colleagues interested?  
=> talk to your LHCb / Belle II 
colleagues eg at your institute!

12 BKtautau — B0 ! K0⇤⌧+⌧�

Expert Team: Paula Collins, Pablo Goldenzweig, Jernej Kamenik, Matt Kenzie, Elisa Manoni, David
Marzocca, Tristan Miralles, Stéphane Monteil, Fabrizio Palla, Luiz Vale Silva, Aidan Wiederhold

Theoretical and phenomenological targets
This process tests the partonic FCNC transition b ! s⌧+⌧�. Present limits on this are very weak:
BR(B+

! K+⌧+⌧�) < 2.25⇥ 10�3 at 90% CL [209]; BR(B0
! K⇤0⌧+⌧�) < 3.1⇥ 10�3 [210] at

90% CL; and BR(B0
s ! ⌧+⌧�) < 6.8⇥10�3 at 95% CL [211]. Belle II and LHCb are expected to push

these limits to the 10�4 (10�5) level for the leptonic (semi-leptonic) mode. These should be compared
with the SM prediction, which is at the ⇠ 10�7 level for BR(B ! K(⇤)⌧+⌧�). No limits are currently
available for the B0

s ! � ⌧+⌧� mode [212].
The large number of boosted B mesons produced from Z decays at a Tera-Z factory may substan-

tially improve on the expected Belle II limits and possibly reach the sensitivity necessary to test the SM
prediction.

The theoretical interest in this decay mode is large, since it would allow to test a FCNC process
involving third generation leptons, complementing the present precise measurements of b ! s`+`� with
light leptons. As a specific example, large effects due to New Physics can be expected in connection
with the R(D(⇤)) anomaly. These involve the b ! c⌧�⌫̄⌧ transition, which in turn can be related to
b ! s⌧+⌧� via SU(2)L invariance and flavour symmetries [213, 214]. The same symmetries relate to
b ! s⌫⌧ ⌫̄⌧ transitions, which can be tested, for instance, in B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫̄ decays.

This motivates the inclusion of the so-called golden channels B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫̄ in this Focus Topic.
These are not affected by long-distance charm loop effects, allowing for lower theoretical uncertainties.
Belle II recently performed a search for B+

! K+⌫⌫̄ decays in a 362 fb�1 data set and determined
the branching fraction to be (2.3± 0.5+0.5

�0.4)⇥ 10�5 [215]. This measurement has a significance of 3.5�
and is the first evidence for the decay. A combination with previous measurements gives an average of
(1.3± 0.4)⇥ 10�5 resulting in a 2.1� tension with the SM prediction of (4.44± 0.30)⇥ 10�6 [216]. A
recent study has been performed to give a baseline estimate for the sensitivity achievable at FCC-ee [217],
including studies on the particle identification and vertex resolution requirements. The FCC-ee will be
able to substantially improve upon Belle II measurements of b ! s⌫⌫̄ decays by obtaining branching
fraction measurements with O(1%) sensitivity. This will likely allow for differential branching fraction
measurements in these modes and will enable measurements of B0

s and ⇤0
b

decays which are impossible
at Belle II.

Target physics observables
The B0

! K⇤0⌧+⌧� decay was considered in Ref. [212] as a mode to test the b ! s⌧+⌧� trans-
ition. While the two neutrinos emitted from ⌧ decays complicate the experimental search, an excellent
reconstruction of all the vertices, considering hadronic ⌧ decays, can help to close the kinematics of
the process. Ref. [212] also considers ⌧ polarisation as a further observable to disentangle the Standard
Model from possible New Physics contribution.

To study the b ! s⌫⌫̄ transition, branching fraction measurements of B0
! K0

S
⌫⌫̄, B0

s !

�⌫⌫̄, B0
! K⇤0⌫⌫̄ and ⇤0

b
! ⇤⌫⌫̄ decays have been considered. Given the interest in the Belle II

measurement, the B+
! K+⌫⌫̄ decays should also be considered, although this is experimentally more

challenging due to the lack of a secondary decay vertex.

Target methods to be developed
– Topological reconstruction of the decay B0

! K⇤0⌧+⌧�: the proof-of-principle of the kinematic
fits that determine the missing neutrino momentum for three-prongs ⌧ decays in b ! s⌧+⌧�
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has been established in Refs. [212, 218]. The reconstruction technique relies on the experimental
knowledge of the production and decay vertices of both the b hadron and the ⌧ leptons. The vector
between the production and decay of each particle provides its momentum direction and hence
fixes two degrees of freedom of the problem. The knowledge of the momentum directions of the b
hadron and the two ⌧ leptons, complemented with the known ⌧ mass, provide the six constraints
necessary to determine the two missing neutrino momentum vectors. Further developments of this
method are desirable and can be obtained, for instance, by introducing kinematic fits of the decay
chain accounting for the actual vertex resolutions such as the DECAYTREEFITTER algorithm [219]
developed for the BaBar experiment and presently used in the LHCb and Belle II experiments.

– Three-prong ⌧ decays account for approximately 10% of the decay width. It is therefore relevant
and desirable to explore novel methods to experimentally reconstruct the leptonic ⌧ decays, for at
least one of the two ⌧ decays. In contrast to three-prong decays, the leptonic decay kinematics
cannot be fully closed with the experimental vertex measurements. The global topological inform-
ation on the decay could, however, help to select further events to add up to the global statistical
significance.

– The decay vertex fitting and the selection of the final states of interest: the secondary vertex fitting
is a common tool for all final states of interest in this Section. The transitions b ! s⌧+⌧� and
b ! s⌫⌫̄ would benefit from both an excellent secondary vertex resolution and reconstruction
efficiency, as a starting point to their selection. The Tera-Z factories machines feature a very well
defined luminous region, at least in the transverse plane ({�x,�y} = {3, 0.02} µm), that can be
used to optimise the set of tracks which are inconsistent with the primary vertex. This would be
particularly instrumental for high track-multiplicity final states.

Target detector performance aspects
Precise vertexing is essential to most of the heavy-flavour measurements: time-dependent B0

s CP asym-
metries studies, for instance, require to resolve the B0

s proper-time significantly better than the ⇠350 fs
oscillation period of the B0

s meson. State-of-the-art vertex detectors envisaged for a Tera-Z factory are
likely to fulfil this requirement, with resolutions of a few microns for multi-track vertices [14]. The
reconstruction of the decay modes of interest in this Section impose more challenging detector require-
ments and would benefit from even better performance. Various improvements can be envisaged and
tested with these modes as a case in point. These include, but are not limited to:

– shortening the distance of the first tracking layer to the interaction point (beam-pipe radius);
– reducing the overall material in the detector, as well as assessing the cooling system, and the use

of bent sensors;
– understanding the impact of improving hit resolution.

MC samples needed
– At hand: fast simulation with a state-of-the-art tracker. Emulation of an arbitrarily good vertex

detector.
– Fast simulations featuring actual vertex detector(s) implementations.
– Full simulation studies.

Existing tools / examples
Work on the physics reach of the modes B0

! K⇤0⌧+⌧� and B+
! K+⌫⌫̄ is ongoing based on fast

simulation of the IDEA concept detector. The detailed simulation of the signals and the backgrounds
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effective leptonic weak mixing angle from the physical observables, cross sections and asymmetries,
keeping it among the input parameters of the models [228]. Flavour identification of final states with
hadronic jets will benefit from recent work developed for the LHC [229–231].

The two-fermion final-state inclusive cross section has a well defined energy dependence in the
SM. Deviations from this prediction would be a sign of new physics. This can be interpreted in terms
of higher-dimensional operators, or in terms of explicit models of light new physics. In the case of
an EFT interpretation, the effect of higher dimensional operators needs to be computed in a consistent
way together with the SM predictions, as for instance it was done recently for the Drell-Yan process
at NLO [232]. An interesting target for BSM exploration, given the current observed tension with the
SM prediction, would be Ab

FB. The measurement of final states with third generation fermions, are
also especially interesting due to the role of the third family in BSM models. Another example in that
direction is the study of ⌧ spin correlations.

Target physics observables
– Total and differential cross sections as well as asymmetries at different energies for two-fermion

inclusive final states; in the case of ⌧ leptons, including the ⌧ polarisation.
– Combination of Z-pole and off-pole measurements to study the energy dependence of EW inter-

actions: separate EW couplings and four-fermion interactions.
– Final states with one isolated �, interpreted as Z decay to neutrino, or as a new physical signal
– ⌧ spin correlations for CP violation, EDM, a⌧ , Bell’s inequality, at the Z pole and at higher ener-

gies.

Experimental aspects
Full simulation studies
Several full simulation studies have been conducted or are ongoing on e+e� collisions producing bb̄,
cc̄, ss̄, and ⌧+⌧� final states. Most of these studies are based on high-energy collision (250 GeV, 500
GeV) simulations performed by the ILD concept group using the ILC beam conditions and ILD model.
Ref. [233] reports the work on the ⌧+⌧� reconstruction at 500 GeV for different decay modes and the
potential of measuring the ⌧ polarisation. Several studies have been conducted using final state qq̄ pro-
duction [234] and bb̄ and cc̄, in particular [235–238]. The work for the bb̄ and cc̄ includes the study of
data-driven techniques (such as double tagging and double charge measurement) for the determination
of Rq and Aq

FB reducing the usage of MC simulations for the modelling to the minimum (i.e. for bet-
ter control of the systematic uncertainties such as fragmentation functions or angular correlations due
to QCD corrections). These techniques could not be maximally exploited in past experiments due to
reduced yields and/or reduced vertexing capabilities. In Refs. [235–238], the potential of using dE/dx
or dN/dx for charged hadron identification has also been studied and proven to have a large impact on
the final uncertainties, especially for the c-quark case, where the kaon identification becomes crucial
for the charge reconstruction of the jet. In these studies, the power of the beam polarisation for BSM
disentangling and systematic uncertainties control is also studied. Finally, the power of discrimination of
several BSM models in Gauge-Higgs Unification theories was investigated in Ref. [238], showing that
thanks to the beam polarisation and energy reach of ILC, KK resonances of up to ⇠ 30 TeV could be
probed. This work includes the study of the impact of the assumed level of precision on the Z-fermion
couplings in the search of BSM physics. Dedicated full-simulation studies of experimental prospects for
Ab/c

FB reconstruction at the Z pole have been started [239]. A comprehensive assessment of the systematic
uncertainties that could challenge the superb statistical expectations must be addressed. Full-simulation
studies for the comparison of the potential of Z-pole running and radiative return events at e.g. 250 GeV
CM energy are still missing and should be addressed.
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In all these works the importance of flavour tagging, particle identification (kaon identification,
photon identification) and precise vertexing in the barrel and also the forward region is emphasised.
Some of the detector target performance aspects to be addressed and better understood are listed below.

Target detector performance aspects
– Design of inner tracking detector systems and their influence on vertex finding, with a focus on the

forward region (the most important region for physics sensitivity).
– Charged hadron identification detectors, especially of kaons for b, c, s tagging and charge meas-

urement using dE/dx, dN/dx, time-of-flight detectors, RICH detectors, etc.
– impact of ECAL design (e.g. granularity an energy resolution) on tau decay mode identification.
– Impact of high-energy photon identification. This will be needed for measurements in the con-

tinuum where the return to the Z pole contributes to the background but not to the signal. These
photons tend to be found in the forward regions.

– Hermeticity of detectors: to study Z-couplings at 240/250 GeV with radiative return events, we
will have to look at events in which the ISR photon has escaped the detector through the beam pipe.
Proper estimations of the missing energy (via angular measurements, for example) are required,
and these depend on the detector hermeticity.

– Typical 2f signatures are back-to-back; detectors often have an even-fold symmetry in �. Would
eliminating back-to-back detector cracks (e.g. by adopting an odd-fold symmetry) help reduce
systematic effects?

The optimisation of the detector concepts should also address the difference of challenges associ-
ated with the different operation scenarios: high-energy vs low-energy scenarios, high-rates (Z pole) or
lower rates (HZ threshold and above).

Target methods to be developed
– Strange tagging (see FT HtoSS, Sec. 1).
– Separating lightest families (u and d) using final state photon radiation?
– Improved b and c jet identification, for example using Machine Learning techniques [240–242].
– Improved distinguishing of quark and anti-quarks (b � b̄, c � c̄, s � s̄) by displaced vertex charge

measurement, charged lepton and kaon identification.
– Full ⌧ lepton reconstruction making use of all detector information (esp. impact parameters, high

granularity ECAL for neutral pions); optimal extraction of polarimeter information in many decay
modes.

MC samples needed
Basic samples are available as listed in the Motivation Section. Dedicated samples might be needed.

Contact & Further Information
– Gitlab wiki: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/
FocusTopics/TwoF

– Sign up for egroup: ECFA-WHF-FT-TwoF@cern.ch via http://simba3.web.cern.ch/simba3/
SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=ecfa-whf-ft-twof

– and/or email the conveners of ECFA WG1 HTE group:
mailto:ecfa-whf-wg1-hte-conveners@cern.ch
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effective leptonic weak mixing angle from the physical observables, cross sections and asymmetries,
keeping it among the input parameters of the models [228]. Flavour identification of final states with
hadronic jets will benefit from recent work developed for the LHC [229–231].

The two-fermion final-state inclusive cross section has a well defined energy dependence in the
SM. Deviations from this prediction would be a sign of new physics. This can be interpreted in terms
of higher-dimensional operators, or in terms of explicit models of light new physics. In the case of
an EFT interpretation, the effect of higher dimensional operators needs to be computed in a consistent
way together with the SM predictions, as for instance it was done recently for the Drell-Yan process
at NLO [232]. An interesting target for BSM exploration, given the current observed tension with the
SM prediction, would be Ab

FB. The measurement of final states with third generation fermions, are
also especially interesting due to the role of the third family in BSM models. Another example in that
direction is the study of ⌧ spin correlations.

Target physics observables
– Total and differential cross sections as well as asymmetries at different energies for two-fermion

inclusive final states; in the case of ⌧ leptons, including the ⌧ polarisation.
– Combination of Z-pole and off-pole measurements to study the energy dependence of EW inter-

actions: separate EW couplings and four-fermion interactions.
– Final states with one isolated �, interpreted as Z decay to neutrino, or as a new physical signal
– ⌧ spin correlations for CP violation, EDM, a⌧ , Bell’s inequality, at the Z pole and at higher ener-

gies.

Experimental aspects
Full simulation studies
Several full simulation studies have been conducted or are ongoing on e+e� collisions producing bb̄,
cc̄, ss̄, and ⌧+⌧� final states. Most of these studies are based on high-energy collision (250 GeV, 500
GeV) simulations performed by the ILD concept group using the ILC beam conditions and ILD model.
Ref. [233] reports the work on the ⌧+⌧� reconstruction at 500 GeV for different decay modes and the
potential of measuring the ⌧ polarisation. Several studies have been conducted using final state qq̄ pro-
duction [234] and bb̄ and cc̄, in particular [235–238]. The work for the bb̄ and cc̄ includes the study of
data-driven techniques (such as double tagging and double charge measurement) for the determination
of Rq and Aq

FB reducing the usage of MC simulations for the modelling to the minimum (i.e. for bet-
ter control of the systematic uncertainties such as fragmentation functions or angular correlations due
to QCD corrections). These techniques could not be maximally exploited in past experiments due to
reduced yields and/or reduced vertexing capabilities. In Refs. [235–238], the potential of using dE/dx
or dN/dx for charged hadron identification has also been studied and proven to have a large impact on
the final uncertainties, especially for the c-quark case, where the kaon identification becomes crucial
for the charge reconstruction of the jet. In these studies, the power of the beam polarisation for BSM
disentangling and systematic uncertainties control is also studied. Finally, the power of discrimination of
several BSM models in Gauge-Higgs Unification theories was investigated in Ref. [238], showing that
thanks to the beam polarisation and energy reach of ILC, KK resonances of up to ⇠ 30 TeV could be
probed. This work includes the study of the impact of the assumed level of precision on the Z-fermion
couplings in the search of BSM physics. Dedicated full-simulation studies of experimental prospects for
Ab/c

FB reconstruction at the Z pole have been started [239]. A comprehensive assessment of the systematic
uncertainties that could challenge the superb statistical expectations must be addressed. Full-simulation
studies for the comparison of the potential of Z-pole running and radiative return events at e.g. 250 GeV
CM energy are still missing and should be addressed.
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In all these works the importance of flavour tagging, particle identification (kaon identification,
photon identification) and precise vertexing in the barrel and also the forward region is emphasised.
Some of the detector target performance aspects to be addressed and better understood are listed below.
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– Design of inner tracking detector systems and their influence on vertex finding, with a focus on the

forward region (the most important region for physics sensitivity).
– Charged hadron identification detectors, especially of kaons for b, c, s tagging and charge meas-

urement using dE/dx, dN/dx, time-of-flight detectors, RICH detectors, etc.
– impact of ECAL design (e.g. granularity an energy resolution) on tau decay mode identification.
– Impact of high-energy photon identification. This will be needed for measurements in the con-

tinuum where the return to the Z pole contributes to the background but not to the signal. These
photons tend to be found in the forward regions.

– Hermeticity of detectors: to study Z-couplings at 240/250 GeV with radiative return events, we
will have to look at events in which the ISR photon has escaped the detector through the beam pipe.
Proper estimations of the missing energy (via angular measurements, for example) are required,
and these depend on the detector hermeticity.

– Typical 2f signatures are back-to-back; detectors often have an even-fold symmetry in �. Would
eliminating back-to-back detector cracks (e.g. by adopting an odd-fold symmetry) help reduce
systematic effects?
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ated with the different operation scenarios: high-energy vs low-energy scenarios, high-rates (Z pole) or
lower rates (HZ threshold and above).

Target methods to be developed
– Strange tagging (see FT HtoSS, Sec. 1).
– Separating lightest families (u and d) using final state photon radiation?
– Improved b and c jet identification, for example using Machine Learning techniques [240–242].
– Improved distinguishing of quark and anti-quarks (b � b̄, c � c̄, s � s̄) by displaced vertex charge

measurement, charged lepton and kaon identification.
– Full ⌧ lepton reconstruction making use of all detector information (esp. impact parameters, high

granularity ECAL for neutral pions); optimal extraction of polarimeter information in many decay
modes.

MC samples needed
Basic samples are available as listed in the Motivation Section. Dedicated samples might be needed.

Contact & Further Information
– Gitlab wiki: https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/
FocusTopics/TwoF

– Sign up for egroup: ECFA-WHF-FT-TwoF@cern.ch via http://simba3.web.cern.ch/simba3/
SelfSubscription.aspx?groupName=ecfa-whf-ft-twof

– and/or email the conveners of ECFA WG1 HTE group:
mailto:ecfa-whf-wg1-hte-conveners@cern.ch
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in a complicated space of momenta and colours, so that fragmentation in general cannot be described
as a convolution of a perturbative state and a fragmentation function f(z) with 0 < z < 1. In string
fragmentation, the colour strings stretched between partons can be attached so as to pull a heavy hadron
either to a lower or to a higher momentum than the mother quark, depending on the string topology at
hand [256]. Thereby also z > 1 becomes possible, which for some observables can have a significant
impact relative to naive expectations. Similar considerations also exist for cluster fragmentation models.

14.1 Relevance for the physics program of a Higgs/Top/EW Factory
Jets and in particular heavy-flavour jets play an important role in many of the flagship measurements of
Higgs/Top/EW Factories. As examples, we highlight here the connection to other ECFA Focus Topics:
Precise study of h ! gg/bb̄/cc̄: (HtoSS, Sec. 1, and ZHang, Sec 2). Future Higgs Factories will

provide sensitivity to these topologies providing capabilities to fully explore the second generation
of Yukawa couplings, which is out of reach at the LHC. However, current uncertainties in gluon
splitting into heavy quarks would introduce large systematic uncertainties in the measurements.
The questions arising are: how to consistently implement gluon splitting in parton shower tools
(modelling and free parameters)? and how to evaluate the impact of incomplete modelling of the
gluon splitting when determining the h ! gg/bb̄/cc̄ couplings? This issue is discussed in the
HtoSS focus topic (Sec. 1).

Precise determination of W -mass and cross section: (Wmass, Sec. 4, Wdiff, Sec. 5, and CKMWW,
Sec. 11). W mass measurements at future Higgs factories are expected to deliver statistical ac-
curacies at the MeV level [87, 89]. To match this unprecedented precision, the control of system-
atic uncertainties is crucial. At LEP2, the modelling of non-perturbative QCD effects in W boson
hadronic decays was a dominant source of systematic uncertainties. Further theoretical and exper-
imental studies are required to estimate the size of such uncertainties at future colliders. This issue
is discussed in the Wmass focus topic.

Z-b/c couplings: (TwoF, Sec. 13). What would be the impact of these uncertainties on the extraction
of Z-b/c couplings at the Z-pole? In Ref. [257] it is demonstrated that hadronisation uncertainties
have a significant impact on determinations of the partial widths normalised to total hadronic width
(Rb,c), the forward-backward asymmetries (Ab,c

FB) (or left-right asymmetries) at e+e� colliders,
even after application of cuts to reduce their impact. The size of these uncertainties could be a
limiting factor when operating at the Z-pole in the high luminosity scenarios of FCC-ee. This
issue is discussed in the TwoF focus topic.

14.2 Theoretical/phenomenological targets
– Are existing hadronisation models (strong fragmentation, cluster fragmentation) flexible enough,

or do we need new ideas like for example ML hadronisation models [258–261]? Can perturbatively
constrained models [106–109] reduce uncertainties?

– Identify calibration observables well understood theoretically and unaffected by BSM physics.
– Treatment of photons and gluon splitting.
– See also Ref. [262]

14.3 Target physics observables
A summary of recommended measurements is given in Table 3. Related observables for ee and pp
are compared. In practice, the measurements of the observables would be intertwined. The following
measurements should also be considered:
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– For a pair with small separation, say ✓/R < 0.7, draw a cone around the midpoint of the two, say
again ✓/R = 0.7, and find the fraction x = (phad,1T + phad,2T )/pjetT , to quantify loss to showers and
hadronisation. This loss would be reduced by colour reconnection which could combine the bb̄ or
cc̄ quark pairs into a singlet, rather than the default octet where the two pairs fragment separately.

– In events with two B/D pairs, many observables become possible. There are four possible
particle-antiparticle pairs (more if B mixing is considered), each of which can be studied according
to the two points above. In addition, a pair with a small separation would suggest a gluon splitting,
while one with a large ditto is a primary production. For pp, two back-to-back pairs would suggest
MPI. One can try to classify events into most likely history and study the relative composition of
(a) two separate hard processes (MPIs, pp only); (b) one hard process and one gluon split; (c) two
gluon splits on the same side of the event; and (d) two gluon splits on opposite sides.

– Even if one B/D is missed in pp collisions, and only three B/D hadrons are observed, one can
study the three pairings and see whether either pair has a small R or a large �. Again relative rates
will provide info on the composition of production mechanisms.

14.4 Target detector performance, analysis methods and tools
– Large tracker acceptance as well as very good vertexing and flavour tagging capabilities (including

light quarks and gluon quarks)
– Jet charge measurements, including charge hadron identification capabilities (see above), and fit a

representative set of observables for hadronisation calibration (see above).
– Samples for hadronic observables using different hadronisation models and parameters. Full sim-

ulation is required to understand flavour tagging capabilities. Existing tools are e.g. the generat-
ors PYTHIA [263], HERWIG [264, 265], SHERPA [266] and the tuning tools PROFESSOR [267],
RIVET [268].

– Access to LEP Archived Data. LEP data (and simulations) have been partially archived to allow
their use for physics analyses after the closure of the collaboration. The use of archived data is
authorised to former members of the collaboration and collaborators. However, the understanding
and reprocessing of analysis is still challenging and depends on the safeguarding of the different
collaboration’s analysis frameworks and mini-data at CERN. Recent efforts [269] have been driven
to re-analyse these data by exporting the data and simulations to more modern and accessible
formats, for instance, the MIT Open Data format. A systematic approach for the exportation of
such archived data and software tools to the KEY4HEP environment should be considered by the
Higgs Factory community. This would allow the validation of newer calculations and MC tools
with existing data.

14.5 Summary and open questions
1. How can the recent progress in the Perturbative FF framework, supplemented by the fits of the

non-perturbative component, be implemented and used in practice, e.g. in PS Monte Carlo?
2. What is the quantitative impact of uncertainties from parton-shower, fragmentation and hadronisa-

tion on flagship Higgs/Top/EW measurements - and which level of precision will be required?
3. Which measurements of particle rates, species, distributions are needed in order to constrain frag-

mentation and hadronisation models to the required level of precision?
4. Which detector capabilities are required and to which extend do the proposed detector concepts

provide these?
5. To which extend could LEP data be useful and how could they be made accessible to test new

calculations and MC tools?
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Observable e+e� pp

Event shapes and angular distributions
Inclusive B/D production cross section primary production is well known from

theory, so any "excess" is from gluon split-
ting

combines primary production, gluon splitting, and MPI
(multiparton interactions) contributions, each with signific-
ant theoretical uncertainties

Flavour composition as far back in decay chains as
can be traced (even equal D⇤0 and D⇤+ rates gives
unequal D0 and D+ ones)

we do not expect sizeable momentum
dependence, but interesting to contrast
mesons and baryons for smaller ones

significant pT dependence observed and to be studied fur-
ther, also high- vs. low-multiplicity events, rapidity, ...,
which is important for development/tuning of colour recon-
nection models

Particle-antiparticle production asymmetries none expected, except tiny from CP-
violation in oscillations

asymmetries expected and observed from p flavour content,
increasing at larger rapidities; relates to how string (and
cluster?) fragmentation connects central rapidities to beam
remnants

Momentum spectra dn/dxE with xE = 2Ehad/Ecm; basic dis-
tribution for tuning of "fragmentation func-
tion"

dn/dpT and dn/dy give basic production kinematics, but
the many production channels give less easy interpretation

Energy flow around B/D hadrons, excluding the
hadron itself, as a test that dead cone effects are cor-
rectly described

dE/d✓ where ✓ is the distance from B/D
on the sphere

dpT/dR where R is the distance in (⌘, �) or (y, �) space,
only applied for B/D above some pT threshold

B/D hadron momentum fraction of total E or
pT in a jet, with x = phadT /pjetT , as a test of the
fragmentation function combined with almost col-
linear radiation, suitably for some slices of pT (and
in addition with a veto that no other B/D should
be inside the jet cone, so as to suppress the gluon
splitting contribution)

draw a jet cone in ✓ around B/D and
measure x

draw a jet cone in R around B/D and measure x

B/D hadron multiplicity, as a measure of how
often several pairs are produced
Separation inside B/D pairs, where large sep-
aration suggests back-to-back primary production,
while small separation suggests gluon splitting

separation in ✓ separation both in � and in R, since for primary produc-
tion � = ⇡ is hallmark with ⌘/y separation less interesting,
while gluon splitting means R is small while � and y/⌘ in-
dividually are less interesting

Hardness difference within (reasonably hard)
pairs, � = (pmax

T � pmin
T )/(pmax

T + pmin
T ), where

for gluon splitting x2+(1�x)2 translates to 1+�2

separately for small or large ✓ separately for large or small �
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Next steps
There’s a lot to do - get involved!

• later today and tomorrow we will discuss the ILD priorities
• I hope that these topics will feature prominently 
• all of them need more people -> ideal to also draw new people into ILD!

•  NOW: 
• FORM TEAMS who actually DO THE WORK
• ideal point in time for new students etc to join!
• check out https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/FocusTopics for “living” information
• never hesitate to contact Jenny and/or Filip!

https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/FocusTopics
https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/ecfa-study/ECFA-HiggsTopEW-Factories/-/wikis/FocusTopics
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• later today and tomorrow we will discuss the ILD priorities
• I hope that these topics will feature prominently 
• all of them need more people -> ideal to also draw new people into ILD!

2024 ECFA Workshop: ~Oct in some nice place 
(deadline for applications about ~now, at least one ILD 

institute applying :) 
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